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Ørsted-led consortium researching blade decommissioning

‘Melting’ blades offer glimpse of recyclable future

Cross-sector group developing '100% recyclable' blade

Infusion of panels on the nacelle (pic: Sicomin)

   

Engineering firm Greenboats and bio-epoxy resin company Sicomin have produced a nacelle made from
natural fibres that they aim to test in the harbour of Rotterdam this spring.

They claim the structure is one of the world's largest natural fibre composite (NFC) structures and
marks the first use of such materials for an offshore wind turbine nacelle. Steel, aluminium, and
polyester-based and epoxy-based glass-fibre reinforced composites have been used to date.

Product developer and manufacturer Greenboats was commissioned by an as-yet-unnamed wind energy
technology developer, to design and produce a sustainable NFC nacelle.

The 7.3-metre-long structure has a surface area of about 100m2 and was engineered to satisfy all DNV-
GL load cases that are needed for an offshore turbine nacelle. These include 55m/s max wind loads and
2KN loads on the guard rails.

Sicomin has also worked with German distributor Time Out Composites to make bio-based resins,
intumescent fire-retardent gelcoats and ultraviolet-resistant (UV-resistent) clear coatings for the new
nacelle.

Greenboats launched to show how large-scale NFC structures in wind energy can lower energy
consumption in manufacturing by improving sustainability by using composite materials in turbines.

Friedrich Deimann, Greenboats founder and managing director, said: “For a structure like the nacelle, it
was critical that we selected materials that process consistently and perform well in large-scale
components, and that is where Sicomin are so strong.

“Their resins, gelcoats and clear coats meet our sustainability targets, and match our NFC ethos, with
no compromise on performance.  And when we need to scale up, they can really supply on an industrial
level."

More than 2.5 million tonnes of composite materials are in use across the wind industry around the
world, while there remain few well-established recycling options, Sicomin stated.

To this end, the Sicomin GreenPoxy Resins were chosen by Greenboats for the NFC nacelle.

Sicomin's GreenPoxy range met challenging engineering requirements while matching manufacturing
capability with the potential supply volumes needed by wind turbine manufacturers, the firm stated.

The bio-based epoxy was used to infuse BComp flax fibre reinforcements and balsa cores, with an
intumescent weatherproof gelcoat applied on the outer surface, Sicomin said.

The intumescent gelcoat is a protective layer that will char and swell when exposed to fire, as opposed
to spreading.

The manufacturing process sees cured panels cut to shape and then formed over a male plug and
bonded together.

Then flax reinforcement plies are hand laminated with GreenPoxy resins and vacuum bagged and then
added along all the panel joints lines. 

Highly UV resistant clear coating products are then used to protect and enhance the finish of the flax
fibre.
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'First' natural fibre nacelle built for offshore wind turbines
10 February 2021 by Andrew McCorkell

Engineers Greenboats aims to test what it claims is the world's first natural fibre composite nacelle for offshore wind turbines later this year
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Siemens Gamesa wins first deal
for 3.4MW Indian wind turbine
5 July 2021 by Craig Richard

Turbine manufacturer secures debut order for
model aimed at Indian wind market one year
after product launch

Brazil enjoys bumper month for
wind turbine sales in June
5 July 2021 by Nadia Weekes

More than 1GW of turbine purchase agreements
were announced for Brazil last month,
according to data from Windpower Intelligence

Kenya’s 100MW Kipeto wind
farm fully commissioned
5 July 2021 by Nadia Weekes

Second largest project in the country is
delivering full power to the grid and will power a
quarter of a million households

Engie to build 1.5GW of wind-
solar hybrid projects in Chile
5 July 2021 by Tom Azzopardi

Engie’s projects in the northern Antofagasta
region will help it towards target of developing
2GW renewables in Chile by 2025

Uzbekistan scraps plans to offer
subsidies for wind farms
5 July 2021 by Eugene Gerden

Government makes U-turn over plans for wind
subsidies amid fears of rising electricity prices,
according to deputy energy minister

MingYang targets floating and
supersized offshore wind
2 July 2021 by Eize de Vries

OEM prepares to install 11MW offshore
prototype and China’s first floating turbine as it
pushes volume models before support ends

Siemens Gamesa scales new
heights in predictive
maintenance for blades
26 May 2021

Siemens Gamesa’s Morten Vindbjerg discusses
how advances in imaging technology, artificial
intelligence (AI) and big data are being
harnessed to optimise the maintenance of
blades
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How the UK offshore wind
industry can deliver 40GW by
2030
11 May 2021 by Sara Ver-Brugggen

Read on for tips and analysis shared by
environmental, energy and offshore experts
during an Windpower Monthly-ENDS Report
roundtable discussion
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Driving real competitive
advantage through the use of
digital technology in O&M
4 May 2021

Does the key to cutting O&M costs lie in
improving the efficiency of technicians and the
use of digital technologies? Read this
Windpower Monthly & LexX Technologies
Report to find out...
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Ingeteam introduces new-
generation power converters

4 May 2021

Ingeteam’s market-leading converters are
supported by a robust Firmware development
methodology designed to simplify wind turbine
converter validation and certification
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